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If your experience is like that of many new patients I see, you’ve probably triedat least several

diets in an attempt to lose weight, yet the weight keeps comingback. Welcome to The Mayo

Clinic Diet, a program designed to be the last dietyou’ll need — or want.This diet is not a fad.

You’ve had enough of those and know the result. This is aprogram that helps you make simple,

healthy, pleasurable changes that will resultin a weight you can maintain for the rest of your life.
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Research.Part 1 Lose It!All you have to do to lose weight during this two-week period is:Add 5

habitsBreak 5 habitsAdopt 5 bonus habitsIt’s that simple. Get Started!What is The Mayo Clinic

Diet?People often say they’re ‘on a diet’ to lose weight. This often implies something that’s

rigid, focuses on what you can’t eat, and that’s a negative experience. Therefore, it’s not

surprising, that most people eventually go ‘off’ their diets and soon regain any weight they may

have lost.The Mayo Clinic Diet is a different type of weight-loss program. It’s not an ‘on again,

off again’ diet. It’s a lifestyle approach designed to help you lose weight, improve your health,

and feel better. The program is designed to be practical and enjoyable so that you’ll with stick

with it for the long haul.The two main principles of The Mayo Clinic Diet are to follow an eating

plan that’s low in calories yet tasty and satisfying, and to burn more calories through physical

activity.You’ll jump right in and start losing weight in the first phase of the diet — the Lose It!

phase — which lasts two weeks. You’ll continue your weight loss journey in the second phase

of the diet — the Live It! phase — that will hopefully last the rest of your life.It’s important to us

that you improve your health while losing weight. Not all diets will do that. For example, if you

follow a very restrictive 800-calorie diet of primarily cabbage soup (yes, it’s been tried!) you’ll

lose weight, but your health won’t improve. And chances are, you won’t enjoy it.The Mayo

Clinic Diet is structured to improve your health and reduce your risk of chronic diseases such

as heart disease, cancer and diabetes. It’s also designed to help you feel good — to have more

energy and not feel fatigued all the time. We want to help you get back that spring in your step

and that sparkle in your eye.As you’ll soon learn, this approach to weight loss is very practical

and flexible. We provide you the knowledge and tools you need to make important lifestyle

changes, but we don’t tell you exactly what to do.You know yourself best, so it’s up to you to

create your own personal weight-loss program. We give you many suggestions, but you’re the

one to decide what you’ll do and when you’ll do it.Two Phases: Lose It! and Live It!Most people

wanting to lose weight want to lose it quickly. We get that. That’s why we designed the first part

of the diet — the first two weeks — as a jump-start period. During this time, you can lose 6 to

10 pounds by making some sudden changes in your habits.We reviewed the medical literature,

did some testing, and came up with 15 habits associated with safe and healthy weight loss. In

fact, we believe the Lose It! phase is the healthiest way to quickly lose weight there is.Initially,

these habit changes may seem daunting. But as the weight starts to come off, people become

empowered and realize that they can actually do it (remember, it’s only two weeks!).The Live It!

phase of The Mayo Clinic Diet is a continuation of Lose It!, but it’s intended for the long haul.

Here, you create a personal lifestyle program to help you lose about 1 to 2 pounds a week. The

changes you make also will help you to maintain your weight once you reach your weight-loss

goal.Live It! provides more overall structure, but we try to keeps things flexible so that you can

adapt the program to your own ‘tastes.’What people really like is that you don’t need to count

calories, and you don’t need to measure — no food scales or calculators are needed! Instead,



we teach you easy ways to estimate servings and how much food from each of the food groups

you should eat each day.We understand that change can be challenging, but losing weight

doesn’t have to be difficult or boring. Many people find the longer they follow the program the

easier and more rewarding it becomes. New lifestyle habits replace old ones to create a

healthier and happier you!Chapter 1Ready, set, goYou want to lose weight, so let’s get going.

Lose It! is designed to help you safely lose 6 to 10 pounds in two weeks and jump-start your

journey to a healthier you. How much you lose is ultimately your call — the more closely you

follow Lose It!, the more you’ll likely lose. This chapter provides some necessary preliminaries

before you dive in.Donald D. Hensrud, M.D., M.P.H.Preventive MedicineHow are you feeling?

Hopeful? Cautiously optimistic? Wondering if this is the program that will finally help you get

healthy?As you know, losing weight and keeping it off isn’t easy. If it were, people wouldn’t be

struggling as much as they are — more than two-thirds of adults in the United States are

overweight or obese.Because weight is such a challenging issue that affects so many people,

there are many programs out there that promise quick, effortless weight loss. Sometimes they

work for a short while, but, really, how much cabbage soup can you eat?!The Mayo Clinic Diet

requires some planning and effort, and it involves opening yourself up to new ways of eating

and being active — lifestyle changes. But these changes aren’t drudgery. And most importantly,

for the time and effort you invest, the potential rewards you’ll experience to your health and

quality of life are tremendous.Our goal is to help you achieve both a healthier weight and a

healthier lifestyle. This is not only possible, but very achievable. By embracing these lifestyle

changes your health risks will decrease, your weight will improve, and you’ll feel much better —

about your weight and about yourself.We will be your partner in this journey. Good luck, and

let’s hit the road!Are you ready?Time now to get down to business. You’re eager to get started

and so are we! You can read more about the philosophy of the diet and why and how it works

in later chapters.First up, are you ready? There’s a good time to start losing weight, and there’s

a bad time. You don’t want to put off your start date any longer than necessary, but you also

don’t want to set yourself up for failure by trying to diet at a time when you’re facing a lot of

obstacles. Following is a short quiz to determine if now is a good time to make big changes to

your daily routine. Turn to the quiz and answer the questions honestly.If your results indicate

that this isn’t a good time to try to lose weight, address those factors interfering with your plans.

Try to deal with them promptly so that you can start soon.If now is a good time to begin (and

we hope it is!), keep reading.Before you startBefore you begin your diet, you want to make sure

that you’re prepared. The more prepared you are, the better your chances of success. Take

these steps: Know the plan. Read Chapters 1-5 so you know what’s ahead. Pick a start date.

Don’t make the date too far away or you might lose your motivation. On your start date, jump in

and begin! Ready your kitchen. Get rid of all of the food you don’t want to eat and stock your

pantry and refrigerator with more-healthy options, such as plenty of fruits and vegetables. Line

up your gear. Make sure you have a good pair of walking shoes, comfortable clothes and

whatever else you need to be physically active. Set up a tracking system. You’ll need a way to

track how well you did following the habits. You can print a copy of the habit tracker. You can

use The Mayo Clinic Diet Journal that accompanies this book. Or you can develop your own

system. You’ll also need a way to log your daily and weekly goals. Get mentally prepared. Just

like athletes do before a big game, get yourself psyched to begin. Tell yourself that you can do

this (because you can!), and think of all of the positive things that will come from this new

venture.• • • • •Use The Mayo Clinic Diet Journal, a notebook, a cellphone app, an online tool

or whatever works best for you to track how well you followed key habits to healthy weight loss

and record your progress.The Jot It icon above is used throughout the book to remind you to



record your food servings and activities.In Chapter 11, you can read why food and activity

records, as well as tracking your weight, will help you in the long run.Apps and online tools that

allow you to log your food intake and daily activities are constantly changing. Use whatever

tracking system works for you.• • • • •Finding your inner motivationOdds are, you already have

a pretty good idea of what you need to do to lose weight — eat less and move more. But if

you’re reading this book, you probably haven’t done it. Why?Likely because you haven’t found

the necessary motivation.Knowing the how-to-do-it, what-to-eat, and what-not-to-eat concepts

of weight loss are certainly important. But the most critical element of weight loss is what you

bring to the table — your own personal drive to succeed.• • • • •Readiness quiz1. How

motivated are you to lose weight?a. Highly motivatedb. Moderately motivatedc. Somewhat

motivatedd. Slightly motivated or not at all2. Considering the amount of stress affecting your life

right now, to what extent can you focus on weight loss and on making lifestyle changes?a. Can

focus easilyb. Can focus relatively wellc. Uncertaind. Can focus somewhat or not at all3.

Initially, people often lose weight quickly. But over the long run, it’s best to lose weight at a rate

of 1 to 2 pounds a week. How realistic are your expectations about how much weight you’d like

to lose and how fast you want to lose it?a. Very realisticb. Moderately realisticc. Somewhat

realisticd. Somewhat or very unrealistic4. Aside from special celebrations, do you ever eat a lot

of food rapidly while feeling that your eating is out of control?a. Nod. Yes5. If you answered yes

to the previous question, how often have you eaten like this during the last year?a. About once

a month or lessb. A few times a monthc. About once a weekd. About three times a week or

more6. Do you eat for emotional reasons, for example, when you feel anxious, depressed,

angry or lonely?a. Never or rarelyb. Occasionallyc. Frequentlyd. Always7. How confident are

you that you can make changes in your eating habits and maintain them?a Completely

confidentb. Moderately confidentc. Somewhat confidentd. Slightly or not at all confident8. How

confident are you that you can exercise several times a week?a. Completely confidentb.

Moderately confidentc. Somewhat confidentd. Slightly or not at all confidentIf most of your

responses are: a and b, then you’re probably ready to start a weight-loss program. b and c,

consider whether you’re ready or if you should wait and take action to prepare yourself. d, you

may want to hold off on your start date and take steps to prepare yourself. Reassess your

readiness again soon. You may want to talk to your doctor about what you can do to increase

your readiness.Note: If your answer to question 5 was b, c or d, discuss this with your doctor. If

you have an eating disorder, it’s crucial that you get appropriate treatment.• • • • •To be

successful at losing weight, you need to figure out what your motivation is — what will give you

an ongoing, burning desire to keep at it.Start by asking yourself this: “Why do I want to lose

weight?” There may be several reasons. Improved health. More energy. Better beach bod.

Make a list of what’s important to you.For example, let’s say your top reason for losing weight is

that you have a high school reunion coming up and you don’t want to be embarrassed (OK,

maybe that’s not as important as improving your health, but let’s run with it). Under that you

write, “Show Bobby Jones (the boy who dumped you) what he missed,” or “Not feel like a blimp

on the dance floor.” There are no wrong answers here. What matters to you is what’s most

important.Keep these motivators in front of you — especially at moments of decision (“Do I eat

that sweet roll or not?”). Maybe you use notes posted around your home and office, reminders

on your cellphone or a photo of yourself as you want (or don’t want) to look. Be creative. Just

as you came up with your own motivators, use your own problem-solving skills to find ways to

keep your motivation fresh.• • • • •Weigh in regularlyLogging your weight every day can help to

keep you engaged and on track with your diet. But if you weigh in daily, don’t overreact to

fluctuations in your weight, which may be due to changing body fluid levels rather than gains or



losses in body fat. Weigh yourself at least once a week, and look for trends over several days

or weeks.• • • • •Your starting pointBefore you begin The Mayo Clinic Diet, identify your starting

point: Record your initial weight. Weigh yourself at a time and in a manner you’ll be able to

follow consistently, such as right after getting up in the morning. Determine your body mass

index. BMI is a better indicator of body fat than is body weight. See the table in this section to

determine your BMI. Write it down for future comparison. Measure your waist. Use a flexible

tape and measure around your waist just above the highest points on your hipbones. Record

the result.You’ll also want to: Consider your health. If you have health issues, such as diabetes,

heart disease, shortness of breath or joint disease, are pregnant, or have any questions about

your health, see your doctor before beginning this or any weight management program.• • • •

•Talk to your doctorBig changes in diet and exercise and rapid weight loss can sometimes lead

to symptoms such as dizziness and fatigue or can necessitate changes in medications. If you

experience these symptoms while on The Mayo Clinic Diet or are taking medications, talk to

your doctor.• • • • •It’s that simpleAll you have to do to lose weight during this two-week period

is:Add 5 habitsBreak 5 habitsAdopt 5 bonus habits• • • • •Some final thoughtsOnce you’ve

completed these steps, you’re ready to roll.A few final words about Lose It!. Sometimes people

make these two weeks more difficult than they need to be. Remember, you don’t need to count

calories and you don’t need to adhere to a bunch of rigid rules.Just do what the habits

recommend. For example, eat a healthy breakfast. Don’t worry about exactly what or how

much, as long as you follow the habits.Chances are, certain behaviors got you to this point —

eating fast food for lunch, having ice cream before bed, not exercising. Most people don’t

realize how much certain behaviors, taken together, help pack on pounds. Bad habits are easy

to get into and hard to break — but not impossible!If you do what’s recommended these next

two weeks, you’ll be avoiding many of the things that likely led to your weight gain. In other

words, you’ll be abandoning many of your unhealthy habits. And that’s how you’re going to lose

weight.The focus of this diet is on changing your habits — getting rid of the unhealthy

behaviors that ultimately led to your weight gain and replacing them with healthy new

ones.Over these next two weeks, realize that no one is perfect. Few people can follow all 15

habits the full two weeks. But give it your best shot. You may be surprised by how many of the

habits you can achieve, and you may find the changes really aren’t as difficult as you

anticipated.On your start date, begin!Habit trackerChapter 2Add 5 HabitsChanging habits can

be challenging, and people often underestimate how difficult it can be to alter their everyday

patterns. But what’s often challenging to begin with generally becomes more manageable over

time. In other words, stick with it, because it will get better. In this chapter, we discuss five

habits to build into your daily routine to kick-start your weight-loss plan.Matthew M. Clark,

Ph.D., L.P.PsychologySo often when people are trying to lose weight, their focus is on what

they can’t do or what they need to give up. For example: “I can’t have fast food for lunch

anymore.” “There goes eating chocolate when I’m stressed.” “I’ll miss my buttered popcorn on

movie night.”These are positive lifestyle changes, but the attention is being given to what these

individuals are giving up — not what they’re gaining. It’s not uncommon for people to share with

me the real loss they feel.This chapter isn’t about what you need to give up, but what you want

to add to your day. You’re given strategies for how to incorporate five healthy behaviors into

your daily routine. Keep in mind that new behaviors take time. These changes may not come

automatically or be easy, but I encourage you to give them your best effort. And by

concentrating on what you’re adding, you’ll pay less attention to what you’re giving

up.Succeeding long term with weight loss isn’t just about eliminating negative behaviors but

changing how you go about your day to avoid difficult situations. If you’re a stress eater, yes,



you want to stop reaching for a candy bar whenever you feel stressed, but by building exercise

into your daily routine, you can lower your stress level so that you’re less likely to be placed in

this type of high-stress situation.Do your best to embrace these changes — remember, no

matter how big or small, positive changes add up.Add 1Eat a healthy breakfast but not too

muchWhat:Have breakfast every morning. You don’t need to eat a lot — just something to get

you off to a good start.Why:Research shows that people who eat a healthy breakfast manage

their weight better than do people who don’t eat breakfast. Breakfast is associated with

improved performance at school and work, and it helps prevent you from becoming ravenous

later in the day.How: Keep it whole. Try whole grains, such as oatmeal, whole-grain cold cereal,

whole-grain toast. Include some color. Add some fresh or frozen unsweetened fruit. Make it

filling. Low-fat milk and yogurt, an egg, nuts, seeds, and nut butters such as peanut butter can

help you feel satisfied throughout the morning. Plan ahead. If time is an issue, place a box of

cereal, a bowl and a spoon on the table the evening before. Choose wisely. Select your cereal

— hot or cold — by checking the Nutrition Facts label for fiber (choose more) and sugar

(choose less). If you add milk or yogurt, choose reduced-fat or fat-free varieties. Top with

banana slices or berries. Mix it up. Try a smoothie made with fruit (bananas, pineapple, fresh or

frozen berries) and low-fat yogurt. Blend the ingredients to a smooth consistency. Bring it with.

Keep handy items that you can grab and take with you to work. Convenient foods include

apples, oranges, bananas, pre-portioned cereals, low-fat yogurt in single-serving containers,

whole-grain bagels (mini-sized) and low-fat cottage cheese in single-serving containers. Stir in

berries or fruit to add fiber and sweetness. Wrap it up. Make a breakfast wrap with whole-wheat

tortillas, roll in scrambled eggs with diced peppers and onions, or peanut butter and bananas.

Make it healthy. For French toast, use whole-grain bread, egg whites or an egg substitute, a

pinch of cinnamon, and a few drops of vanilla extract for sweetness. Fry on a nonstick skillet or

use a cooking spray. Top with unsweetened applesauce, berries or sliced bananas. Innovate. If

you don’t like traditional breakfast foods, eat something healthy that you do like. For example,

fix yourself a sandwich made with lean meat, low-fat cheese, vegetables and whole-grain

bread.YES, I Can!If you’re not in the habit of eating breakfast, start out small. Grab a piece of

fruit or a healthy granola bar. Gradually include other food groups. Just like you got used to not

eating breakfast, you can get used to eating breakfast. With time, you’ll begin to feel hungry in

the morning.When you don’t eat breakfast, your body says, “If you’re not going to feed me, I

won’t be hungry,” and you don’t miss eating in the morning. However, you tend to make up for

this by overeating later in the day. Eating breakfast helps you lose weight by reducing the urge

to overeat later in the day.Add 2Eat vegetables and fruits4 or more servings of vegetables and

3 or more of fruitsWhat:Eat at least four servings of vegetables and three servings of fruits

every day. What’s a serving? See Pyramid servings at a glance.Why:Fresh vegetables and

fruits are the foundation of a healthy diet and successful weight loss. Most processed foods,

sweets and nondiet sodas contain a lot of calories in just a small portion. Vegetables and fruits

are the opposite — they have lots of bulk and few calories. You can eat a lot, consume fewer

calories and feel full at the end of your meal.How: Be selective. Eat only those vegetables and

fruits that you like, but don’t be afraid to explore different types and varieties. You may be

surprised by their appealing tastes and textures. Make them No. 1. Vegetables should take up

the largest portion of your dinner plate, with fruits trailing close behind. Eat these foods first,

rather than reserving them for the end of the meal. Consider them a priority. When planning

meals, think of dishes that contain vegetables or fruits as the centerpiece and build the rest of

your meal around them. Mix it up. Try both raw and cooked vegetables. Lightly cook, steam or

roast vegetables for a softer texture. Sprinkle them with herbs for flavor. Use ‘em as grab-and-



go foods. When you’re in a hurry, have ready-to-eat vegetables and fruits on hand. Buy fresh

vegetables and fruits that require little preparation, such as baby carrots, cherry tomatoes,

bananas and grapes. Think toppings. Add bananas, strawberries or other fruit to cereal or

yogurt. Go for fresh. Dried fruit and fruit juice are higher in calories than fresh or unsweetened

frozen fruit, so the “unlimited servings” rule doesn’t apply to them. Dried fruits and fruits juices

can significantly increase your calorie intake. Explore. Visit local farmers markets. The

freshness and variety may encourage you to try new kinds of produce. Farmers markets also

are a great place to build a sense of community. Innovate. Find ways to incorporate vegetables

with other foods or into existing recipes. Add them to soups, casseroles and pizzas, and pile

them onto sandwiches. Pack ‘em. When traveling, snack on ready-to-eat vegetables and

fruits.Yes, I Can!On this program, you’ll find that the more veggies and fruits you eat, the fewer

high-calorie foods you’ll consume. That’s why it’s OK to eat as many vegetables and fruits as

you want. Make sure to have them available to you at all times, and when you’re hungry, eat

some.Add 3Eat whole grains such as whole-grain bread, oatmeal and brown riceWhat:Eat

whole-grain breads and pastas, brown rice, oatmeal, and other whole-grain products, instead

of white, refined and highly processed foods.Why:Whole grains include the entire grain kernel,

which is packed with essential vitamins, minerals and fiber that are part of a healthy diet.

Whole grains help you feel full by adding fiber and bulk, and they help reduce your risk of

becoming overweight.How: Start whole. For breakfast, have whole-grain cereal, such as

oatmeal or a bran cereal, or eat whole-grain toast instead of white. Stock up. Fill your pantry

with whole-grain products. This includes whole-grain brown and wild rice, whole-grain pastas,

and whole-grain cereals that aren’t sweetened (if you want sweetness, pile on fruit). Also

include on your list oatmeal, pita bread and whole-grain bagels. Go brown. Use brown rice as a

healthy alternative to white rice. If you want it fast, buy instant brown rice. Think main meal.

Prepare a meatless main dish made from whole grains, such as whole-wheat spinach lasagna,

red beans over brown rice, whole-wheat spaghetti with marinara sauce, or vegetable stir-fry

over brown rice. Experiment. Include side dishes that use products such as bulgur, kasha or

whole-grain barley. Throw ‘em in. Add whole-grain barley or wild rice to soups, stews and

casseroles. Do a flour swap. Substitute whole-grain flour for half the white flour in recipes for

pancakes, waffles, muffins and bread. Look at the label. When shopping, look at the food label

for specific terms such as whole wheat, whole oats or brown rice. Terms such as 100% wheat,

multigrain and stone-ground do not mean the product contains whole grains.Yes, I Can!Whole-

grain products may taste different at first if you’re not used to them. But if you give them a try,

chances are you’ll learn to like them. Think about foods you didn’t like when you were younger

but that you like now.Many people find that when they get used to the full flavor and texture of

whole grains, it’s hard to go back to their refined counterparts.• • • • •Worried about gluten?

Gluten is a protein mixture found in wheat, barley and rye. It’s what gives structure to pasta,

bread and other baked goods, and it’s found in a lot of things you eat.Some people have

trouble digesting gluten. Celiac disease and non-celiac gluten sensitivity are two gluten-related

conditions that have received a lot of attention. If you’re among those who can’t eat gluten,

know that not all grains contain gluten. Look for products labeled gluten-free or products made

from grains naturally free of gluten, such as buckwheat, cornmeal, flax, quinoa, and brown and

wild rice.If you can eat gluten, do so! Don’t avoid gluten because of the increase in gluten-free

foods. Whole grains that contain gluten are associated with many health benefits.• • • • •Add

4Eat healthy fats such as olive oil, vegetable oils and nutsWhat:When consuming fat, make

healthy choices — olive oil, vegetable oils, avocados, nuts and nut butters, and the oils that

come from nuts.Why:These fats are the most heart healthy. But don’t forget that all fats contain



about the same number of calories, so even healthier fats need to be consumed sparingly as

part of a healthy diet.How: Check food labels. Compare similar foods and choose the one that’s

lower in fat. Make sure it’s also lower in calories — some low-fat and fat-free foods are higher in

sugar and not much lower in calories. Some also are high in sodium. Choose wisely. The types

of fat in commercially made products are listed on Nutrition Facts labels. Limit foods high in

saturated fat and trans fat, and select foods made with unsaturated fats (polyunsaturated and

monounsaturated). Limit dairy products. To reduce saturated fat, choose reduced-fat or fat-free

milk, yogurt, sour cream, cheese, and other dairy products. Avoid trans fats. They’re the most

unhealthy. Manufacturers are limiting their use, but check labels as a precaution. Trans fats are

most common in stick margarine and vegetable shortening and processed products made from

them. Forgo frying. Use low-fat cooking techniques such as grilling, broiling, baking, roasting or

steaming. A good-quality nonstick pan may allow you to cook food without using oil or butter.

You can also try cooking spray, low-sodium broth or water instead of using cooking oil. Cut out

the fat. Choose meat with the least amount of visible fat, and trim most of the fat from the

edges of the meat. Remove all skin from poultry before cooking it or buy skinless breasts. Even

small amounts of lean meat and poultry contain fat.Yes, I can!Survey your kitchen cupboards

and refrigerator. Identify sources of animal fats (cream, butter) and trans fats (shortenings) and

get rid of them. Replace them with olive oil, vegetable oils and trans fat-free buttery spread.

Whenever you use fat, measure it out by the teaspoon.• • • • •Fats: They’re not all the

sameMonounsaturated and polyunsaturated fats are the best choices. Look for products with

little or no saturated fats, and avoid trans fats. Saturated and trans fats increase blood

cholesterol levels. Remember that all fats are high in calories. Monounsaturated fats are found

in olive, canola and peanut oils, as well as most nuts and avocados. Polyunsaturated fats are

found in other plant-based oils, such as safflower, corn, sunflower, soybean, sesame and

cottonseed oils. Saturated fats are found in animal-based foods, such as meats, poultry, lard,

egg yolks and whole-fat dairy products (including butter and cheese). They’re also in cocoa

butter and coconut, palm and other tropical oils, which are used in many coffee lighteners,

snack crackers, baked goods and other processed foods. Trans fats — also called

hydrogenated vegetable oil — may be found in hardened vegetable fats, such as stick

margarine and vegetable shortening, and in foods made with them (including many crackers,

cookies, cakes, pies and other baked goods, as well as many candies, snack foods and french

fries).• • • • •Add 5Move! Walk or exercise for 30 minutes or more every dayWhat:Every day,

include at least 30 minutes of physical activity or exercise in your schedule.Why:Physical

activity burns calories, and too much sitting isn’t good for you. The more physically active you

are, the more calories you burn. Physical activity, including exercise, has a great number of

health benefits.How: Choose what you like. The best exercise is the one you’ll do consistently.

Be flexible. The best time to exercise is whenever you can. All movement counts. Walking to the

store, weeding the garden and cleaning the house count as physical activity. Break it up. Three

10-minute sessions of brisk walking can provide almost the same benefits that one 30-minute

session does. Plan activity breaks. Include time in your day to stretch and move around. Walk

to get some water. Walk up and down a few flights of stairs. Don’t overdo it. If you’ve been

inactive, start slowly and give your body a chance to get used to increased activity. A common

mistake is starting an activity program at too high an intensity. Find ways to move. When you

talk on the phone or check your email, stand instead of sit. When watching your favorite TV

program or reading a book, walk on a treadmill or pedal a stationary bike. Mix it up. Try new

types of exercise and don’t feel tied to one activity. Find a partner. Having a partner will make

exercise more fun, and it will help you stick with your activity plan.Yes, I can!The hardest part



about physical activity often is getting started — putting on your shoes and getting out the door

to walk or run. Psych yourself up with positive self-talk to overcome any hesitation when you’re

deciding whether or not to exercise.• • • • •Positive self-talk tips Instead of, “I’m so tired,” tell

yourself, “I’ll feel so energized when I’m done.” Instead of, “I should be better at this by now,” tell

yourself, “I’m making steady progress.” Instead of, “Skipping this one won’t matter,” tell yourself,

“Every little bit makes a difference.” Instead of, “I’ll never stick with this exercise program,” tell

yourself, “Take one day at a time.”• • • • •From the Mayo Clinic Healthy Weight Pyramid … to

the Mayo Clinic Healthy Dining TableThroughout The Mayo Clinic Diet, use the Mayo Clinic

Healthy Weight Pyramid as your guide to making smart eating choices. There’s detailed

information on the pyramid in Chapters 9 and 15, but what you need to start doing now is eat

more foods from the food groups at the base of the pyramid and less from those at the top —

and start moving more. At this point, don’t worry about being too precise. In later chapters, we’ll

get into more specifics on how to use the pyramid to help plan your daily meals.Below is how a

meal might look when you follow the pyramid. Vegetables and fruits should make up the largest

portion of your meal. An easy way to include more vegetables in your diet is to have a green

salad with your meal. Other foods should be eaten in moderation. Limit carbohydrates to a

quarter of your plate. The same for protein and dairy. Fats and sweets should be eaten

sparingly and they may not be a part of every meal. For your fluids, include beverages that are

low in calories or calorie-free.• • • • •Chapter 3Break 5 HabitsChanging any habit can be

challenging, but reprogramming yourself to stop doing something that you’ve been doing for

many years — that affects you emotionally, socially and psychologically — can be especially

difficult. Here are five habits to break that may be a little tough to swallow, but that can make a

big difference in your weight.Kristen S. Vickers Douglas, Ph.D., L.P.PsychologyOK, brace

yourself. This part is challenging. But this is where you really learn about how and why you eat.

Think of these changes as small experiments that provide an opportunity to learn about

you.Like many people, you likely use food as a pick-me-up — for energy, to boost your mood,

for fun, for something to do when you’re bored. Eating is social and emotional and it impacts

our mind and body, for better and worse. Don’t get frustrated if you think these changes are too

hard. Focus instead on what you’re feeling and learning. Perhaps you feel cranky and deprived

the first few days you don’t have sugar … but then what? Do you and your body learn to adjust?

For two weeks, go for it and take advantage of this opportunity. Then, with the new data you

collect, figure out which of these habits you want to continue to work on. Adopting new habits

can be tough. Sometimes, though, tolerating a little discomfort is what we need. No, we don’t

want you to be miserable, starving and cranky. But allowing yourself to feel frustrated, bored or

sad, and not turn to food to satisfy those emotions, can help you become stronger.Be kind to

yourself, but push yourself a bit. You’ll never know what you’re truly capable of unless you try.

And remember you don’t have to be perfect. If you mess this up, well, then welcome to the club

of imperfect human beings. Gather up your strength and keep going!Break 1No TV while eating

and only as much TV time as time you spend exercisingWhat:Don’t watch TV while eating (or,

flipping it around, no eating while watching TV). The same applies for any “screen time,” such

as cellphone and computer use. And spend only as much time watching TV as you do

exercising.Why:Studies show that too much screen time contributes to increased health risks

and increased weight — you aren’t moving, and there’s also a good chance that you’re sipping

or nibbling on something. If you establish the rule of no TV or screen time while eating, and

only as much time watching TV as time you spend exercising, you’re breaking one bad habit

(mindless nibbling) while developing a good one (being more active).How: Use sticky notes.

Put a sticky on the TV and the remote control to remind yourself that you need to exercise



before watching TV or while watching TV. Don’t forget other devices. The same rule applies to

other devices such as your computer and iPad. Earn your time. Build up TV and screen time by

exercising beforehand. Don’t use TV minutes before you’ve earned them. Eat without

distraction. No TV, computer or cellphone while eating. You’re more likely to overeat if you get

lost in what’s on the screen and don’t pay attention to how much you’re eating. Get creative.

There are many exercises you can do while watching TV. Here are a few examples: Walk “laps”

around the living room Walk or run on a treadmill Ride on a stationary bike March in place Do

strength and flexibility exercises Use exercise bands Lift weights Dance Take breaks. If you’re

watching a longer program, exercise during the program and take recovery breaks during the

commercials, or vice versa if you’re very new to exercise. Record your favorite shows. If you’re

pinched for time, record programs and skip through the commercials when you watch them

later on. This can reduce watching time by about one-third. Hide the computer or iPad. It’s easy

to click on the computer or iPad when it’s right in front of you. Place the devices out of sight.

“Out of sight, out of mind.” Be aware of cellphone use. You use your phone for many things,

such as calling people or getting email. However, all of the social media outlets on your

cellphone can become a mindless waste of time and keep you from doing other things. Limit

unproductive time spent on your phone. Find alternatives. Skip the screens altogether and go

outside for a walk or bike ride or to do some yardwork. Seek out opportunities that help you

break the habit of too much screen time. Put on some music. You’re likely to move more if you

listen to the radio. Another option is to listen to books on tape while working around the house.

Set up a screen zone. Set aside one place in the house to watch TV or use your computer or

iPad. In particular, TV sets located in bedrooms and kitchens can lure you into motionless

watching.Yes, I can!Use positive self-talk — “I can do this!” instead of “I can’t do this.” Talk

yourself up, not down. Focus on positives, not negatives.Break 2No sugar, only what’s naturally

found in fruitWhat:If you want something sweet, eat fresh fruit. Otherwise, no sugar from

common sources — candy, table sugar, brown sugar, honey, jam, jelly, desserts, sweets, and

foods that contain more than a tiny amount of sugar or high-fructose corn syrup (such as soda

and some coffee drinks).Why:Here are four key reasons why you should avoid sugar: 1. It

contains calories. 2. It has no nutritional value. 3. If you’re eating sugar, you’re not eating

something else that’s healthier. 4. Sugar has direct negative health effects, such as tooth decay

and an increase in blood sugar (glucose) associated with diabetes.How: Clean out the

cupboards. Before you start the program, rid your home of sweets and sodas, stock up on

fresh fruit, and replenish the fruit regularly. Read labels. Many products contain sugar. If corn

syrup, dextrose, sucrose, glucose, fructose, maltose, turbinado, molasses or high-fructose corn

syrup is listed among the first few ingredients on a label, the product likely has a high sugar

content. Get rid of it. Hide the wine and beer glasses. Alcohol is counted as a sugar, and no

alcohol is allowed in the two-week Lose It! phase. Sweeten with fruit. Instead of sugar or syrup,

put fresh fruit on your morning cereal, oatmeal or pancakes. Also, avoid breakfast cereals that

contain sugar. Try different spices. Mix cinnamon with unsweetened applesauce as a spread on

pancakes or toast. Other spices that may add sweetness include allspice, cardamom, cloves,

ginger and nutmeg. Experiment with naturally sweet drinks. Instead of soda, mix fruit juice with

sparkling water. Enjoy fruit smoothies. Blend fresh fruit with fat-free vanilla frozen yogurt and

some fruit juice and ice for a refreshing and naturally sweet treat. Test your culinary skills. For

dessert, prepare baked apples or grilled pineapple. Be courageous. Use this two-week phase

to experiment with new foods. Buy fruits such as kumquat, litchi, mango, papaya, pomegranate

or star fruit, which can be obtained at many grocery stores or specialty food stores. Look for

other foods that are naturally sweet to help soothe your sweet tooth.Yes, I can!To be



successful, you need to believe that you can lose weight and to visualize yourself doing so.

Believe it, see it, and do it!• • • • •What about artificial sweeteners?Why not just buy foods

containing low-calorie artificial sweeteners? Sounds like a perfect solution. You get the

sweetness of sugar without all the calories or carbohydrates. Not so fast!Many ready-to-eat

foods using low-calorie sweeteners — such as diet sodas, candies and cookies — have little

nutritional value and should be avoided. In addition, studies have raised concerns that

consuming foods containing low-calorie sweeteners may actually lead to increased calorie

intake and weight gain (they may trick your brain into eating sweets at other times). Low-calorie

sweeteners can be part of a healthy-eating plan — if they’re used with care and in moderation.

But in the two-week Lose It! phase, avoid them.• • • • •Break 3No snacks. Except vegetables

and fruitsWhat:If you snack between meals, make it only vegetables or fruits and nothing

else.Why:Common snacks typically have a lot of calories and little nutritional value. However,

vegetables and fruits are just the opposite — they can fill you up without contributing many

calories to your daily total, and they’re loaded with many healthy nutrients. Snacking on

vegetables and fruits a couple of times a day can help you manage your weight, while snacking

on most conventional commercial snacks can pack on pounds.How: Clear out the cupboards.

Before you start the program, remove from your home cookies, chips, candy, ice cream, and so

on. Don’t tuck them away in the back of a cupboard or freezer. Don’t think you can resist the

temptation to open the package. Get rid of them! If it’s in your house, it’s in your mouth. Stock

up. Instead of snacks, load up on plenty of ready-to-eat vegetables and fruits. Don’t expect to

get by with only apples or baby carrots. They should be two of many different options you can

choose from. Think kiwi, mango, Bing cherries, sugar snap peas and sweet pepper slices.

Don’t forget the office. Keep vegetables and fruits available at the office, too, so they’re handy

when you get hungry. Eat regular meals. Establish a pattern of eating three meals every day.

Space meals at intervals that are not too long. Allowing too much time to pass between meals

can create a ravenous hunger that drives you to mindless snacking. Sprinkle and dip.

Experiment with different spices and herbs on vegetables and fruits to create new flavors.

Another option is to dip them in fat-free yogurt or hummus. Freeze it. Freeze fruits, such as

grapes, for a cool and refreshing snack. Or make your own fruit ice pop by blending one or

more fruits with a little juice and freezing the mixture. Be proactive. Identify situations that lead

you to snacking, and then try to avoid them or find alternate activities. If you habitually snack

during work breaks, try going for a walk instead. If you can’t resist a candy bar whenever you

walk by the vending machine, try to avoid the vending machine. If emotions such as anger or

sadness drive you to ice-cream cravings, talk to a friend who can listen and help relieve your

urge to snack. Be honest. Sometimes we snack not because we’re hungry but as a way to

relieve boredom or stress. As you reach for that snack, ask yourself if you’re really hungry or

just bored. If you’re bored, find something else to do. Distract yourself. Instead of having a

snack, do something you enjoy. Exercise is an easy method of diverting your attention, but you

can also work on a hobby, read a book, or call a family member or friend to visit.Yes, I can!The

ice-cream parlor. The bakery. The food court at the mall. It may be hard to resist some of your

favorite snacks when you can see — or smell — them. Remind yourself of how well you’ve

done so far, and tell yourself that two weeks really isn’t that long. And then keep on walking.

Don’t stop!Break 4Limited meat & low-fat dairy. The size of a deck of cards and low-fat

dairyWhat:Picture the size of a deck of cards. Limit your total daily consumption of meat,

poultry and fish to that (about 3 ounces of meat). In addition, if you consume dairy products,

use only skim milk and low-fat products, and consume them in moderation.Why:All meat, even

lean cuts and skinless poultry, have some saturated fat and cholesterol and can be high in



calories. Plus, red meat and processed meats are associated with increased cancer risks. Full-

fat dairy products also contain saturated fat that raises cholesterol. Alternatives that are lower

in fat and calories are available for both meat and full-fat dairy products.How: Don’t make meat

the focus. When planning your meals, make vegetables, fruits, whole-grain rice or pasta the

main focus. Think of meat as a side to complement the other food items. Think prime. When

you do have meat, go for quality instead of quantity. Instead of a large piece of medium-quality

meat, have a small piece of a good-quality cut. Get rid of the fat. Trim all visible fat from meat

sources, and remove the skin from poultry before preparing it. Say goodbye to frying. Roast,

broil, bake or grill your meat rather than frying it. The manner in which food is prepared greatly

affects the amount of fat and calories you consume. Eat more fish. At least two servings of fish

are recommended each week. Along with being lower in saturated fat than is meat, fish —

especially albacore tuna, salmon, mackerel and herring — is high in omega-3 fatty acids that

reduce your risk of cardiovascular disease. Go for the turkey. Substitute ground turkey for

ground beef. When buying ground turkey, buy packages marked “ground turkey breast” versus

“ground turkey,” which may have the skin added. Look for plant alternatives. Instead of meat as

your daily source of protein, experiment with legumes and soy products, which are excellent

alternatives to animal protein. A 1/2-cup serving of cooked beans, peas, lentils or tofu is about

the same as a 2-ounce serving of meat, poultry or fish. Go meatless more often. Experiment

with a meatless meal at least once a week. Try eggplant lasagna or vegetable stir-fry dishes.

Replace the meat in casseroles and sandwiches with fresh-cut or roasted vegetables. Enjoy a

vegetable pizza with onions, peppers, mushrooms, tomato slices and artichokes. You can also

make a meal of red beans and rice, split pea or lentil soups, or meatless three-bean chili (with

kidney, black and garbanzo beans). Look for skim, low and reduced. When buying and eating

dairy products, avoid full-fat versions. Drink skim milk and buy low-fat yogurt and low-fat or

reduced-fat cheese and cheese products.Yes, I can!Throughout the day, you’ll make decisions

that affect how well you follow this program. “Do I eat a hamburger and fries or a salad?” “Do I

go for a walk or not?”Be prepared for those moments of decision and strategize how best to

guide yourself into making the right choice. Pretty soon those moments of decision will simply

become habit.Break 5No eating at restaurants, unless the meal fits the programWhat:Either

don’t eat out, or if you do, make sure you order foods and beverages that fit the habits in Lose

It!Why:Eating out is associated with weight gain. The tantalizing sights and smells of a

restaurant, deli counter, bakery display, food court or concession stand entice you with high-

calorie menu items, often at times when you’re not really hungry. The outcome is usually

consuming far too many calories. In addition, most — if not all — restaurants serve large

portions. And because the food is in front of you, you eat it.How: Think fast. If you eat out

because time is an issue, find recipes for easy-to-prepare — and healthy — meals you can

quickly make at home. Do some of the prep work on weekends, so during the week you just

have to assemble everything. Stock up on staples. Make sure you have staple ingredients on

hand to make basic dishes that you can prepare in a hurry. (See this page for a list of staples.)

Buy prepackaged. It’s OK to buy fruits and veggies that are already cut, fish or chicken that’s

seasoned (but not breaded) and ready to go in the oven, or to pick up a healthy salad from the

local deli on your way home.If you do eat out: Plan ahead. Adjust your day if you know you’re

going out to eat. For example, you might have a lighter lunch if you’re eating supper at a

restaurant. You might also schedule extra exercise time. Eat first. Don’t go to a restaurant

famished. You’ll eat more than you want, and you may not make the best meal choices. Have a

healthy snack beforehand. Skip the appetizers. They often aren’t the healthiest items on the

menu, and they tend to be a source of hidden calories. If you have an appetizer, have



vegetables or fruit. Salad or soup? Avoid cream-based soups and chowders. Broth-based

vegetable soups are generally healthy. If you have a salad, request a plain vegetable salad with

a low-fat dressing. Be wary of salad bars. Not all of the items are healthy, and it’s easy to take

more food than you need. Seek out something healthy. Fish or chicken are often the best

options. Make sure vegetables are a prominent part of your meal. Choose steamed vegetables,

a baked potato, boiled new potatoes, brown or wild rice, or fresh fruit instead of french fries,

potato chips or mayonnaise-based salads. Speak up. Don’t hesitate to make special requests.

Most restaurants will honor them. Skip dessert. Unless there’s something healthy on the menu,

such as fresh fruit, sorbet or frozen yogurt, the best plan of action is to pass on dessert.Yes, I

can!It can be very difficult going into a restaurant and not being able to order your favorite food.

You may even feel like throwing in the towel. Don’t!Don’t let giving up become an option.

Instead, savor the experience, the atmosphere and the healthy food choice that you do make.

Enjoy what you have instead of wishing for what you don’t!Chapter 4Adopt 5 Bonus HabitsThe

Add 5 Habits and Break 5 Habits in Lose It! are must-dos. The 5 Bonus Habits here aren’t

must-dos but are recommended. They’re all associated with weight loss. The more of them you

follow — and the more closely you follow them — the more successful you’re likely to be in

your weight-loss efforts.Sara M. LinkMayo ClinicHealthy Living ProgramAs a certified wellness

coach, each day I work with individuals looking to make positive lifestyle changes. Being able

to form new, healthy habits is key to their long-term success. This chapter gives you five bonus

habits that can play key roles in your wellness journey.Having to track your daily activities and

everything you eat may seem overwhelming and tedious, but it can help you identify patterns of

unhealthy behavior. And research shows that people who track both their food intake and

activity level are generally more successful at achieving their weight-loss goals. Part of the

reason may be that people tend to overestimate the amount of calories they burn and

underestimate how many calories they consume.Also, don’t be frightened by the

recommendation to move more. If time is a limiting factor, add extra movement into your daily

routine. This might be as simple as using the restroom that’s farthest away or standing and

walking while you talk on the phone.You may not know what approach will work best for you

until you do a little experimentation. If one method doesn’t work, try a different one. Keep at it,

and you’ll find a method that fits your lifestyle and can help you achieve long-term

success.Small daily changes become habits. Those habits become a routine, and eventually

that routine becomes your lifestyle. What small changes will you make today?Bonus 1Keep

food records. Track everything you eatWhat:Keep a record of everything you eat and drink

throughout the day, including types of food and the amounts. Why:Record keeping lets you

know exactly what and how much you’re eating. It also allows you to identify problem patterns

in your eating behavior. People who keep food records are more successful at weight loss. You

can use The Mayo Clinic Diet Journal to track what you eat. Or you can find an app for your

cellphone or use an online food record. Even a notebook is fine if that works for you.How: Make

a log. Use some type of tracking tool to write down everything you eat. And everything means

everything. Indicate serving sizes. You will need to estimate food amounts in different

measures. For fresh vegetables or fruits, list the size (small, medium or large). For pasta, rice,

soups and beverages, indicate the number of cups or spoons. For baked goods, use

approximate dimensions. For meat, poultry and fish, use approximate weight or size. See the

section on Pyramid servings for more on serving sizes. Estimate. For mixed entrees such as

casseroles or soup, do the best you can. Try to list the main ingredients. Don’t forget the extras.

Pay attention to spreads, gravies and condiments that may accompany a food item. These

items may have the most calories of anything you eat. Snacks count too. Record snacks and



other small items. They can add up! So do fluids. Write down all beverages you drink, including

the types (water, milk, juice, coffee) and how much you drink. Keep it with you. Carry your

journal with you at all times, so you can write down what you’ve eaten right away, and you don’t

have to try to remember later.Yes, I can!If you’re unhappy with how your weight makes you

look, take a photo of yourself, keep it with you, and look at it when you’re facing a challenge.

Tell yourself, “I’m making progress, and I’m not going back to looking like this!”Bonus 2Keep

activity records. Track activity, duration and intensityWhat:Record all your exercise and physical

activity throughout the day, including the type and duration. 

Reader1234, “Learn to eat well. This is the complete guide to a new life style from the experts

at Mayo Clinic.”

Annette V. West, “It works!. Well-written and we’ll-researched, this diet is truly for everyone

regardless of their starting weight, age, or health status. Highly recommended.”

Karena, “Well written - Easily Understood. Gives information about the diet and how to

incorporate into your lifestyle.  The writing is clear and usually easy to understand.”

Joseph O. Olson, “the only diet book that has worked for me!. lost 20 lbs…10 more lbs to be

out of obesity into overweight.this is diet more in the sense of the foods in your diet or what u

eat.”

The book by Gabi Rupp has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 76 people have provided feedback.
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